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Extra Magazine Carry
1. Support side behind the hip, in pocket, or in off body bag
2. Rounds pointing toward palm when grasping
3. Grab mags starting forward and working back if carrying multiple magazines

a. Recommended personal defense load is one extra magazine and tactical flashlight

Tactical Reloading - Administrative magazine change after rounds have been expended
1. Maintain situational awareness/ensure situation is “safe”, conduct 360 Degree Check
2. Move support hand to grab magazine
3. Grab magazine with proper grip
4. Position Support hand palm up under the weapon
5. Activate magazine release and catch magazine with palm of Support hand as it falls
6. Before magazine clears the magazine well, rotate Support hand and grab magazine between 

3rd and 4th fingers
7. Remove magazine and then immediately insert fresh magazine and seat firmly

a. At this point a threat can be engaged two handed while retaining magazine
8. If situation is still “safe”, withdraw firearm to P2, stow partial magazine in the last magazine 

holder you will access, AND conduct a 360 Degree Check
9. Reholster the firearm or move

Emergency Reloading - Reloading when the gun is out of rounds
1. Must happen quickly
2. Finger comes off of the trigger
3. Muzzle stays generally pointed at the threat, arm at Outside 45 Degrees
4. Support hand magazine grab and magazine drop happen simultaneously 

a. Support hand goes down to grab magazine
b. Primary hand thumb activates magazine release

i. Or Index/Middle finger for Lefty
5. Let empty magazine drop to the ground

a. Use Pinky finger to remove a “stuck mag” if that situation occurs
6. Grab magazine with forefinger along the front pointing at first round
7. Slightly rotate weapon to facilitate magazine insertion
8. Insert magazine and firmly seat it with palm of your hand
9. Rotate back into shooting grip and pick up sight picture
10. Simultaneously activate the slide release with Support hand
11. Assess during reload and acquisition of sight picture, and engage or deter as necessary
12. Reload should occur without looking at the weapon (focus on the threat)
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